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Let i? be a ring, I  an ideal and {a i\i^ ^ }  a set of mutually orthogonal 
idempotents in R/I. According to [4] we shall say that {ai} can be raised into 
R in case there exists a set {ei} of mutually orthogonal idempotents in R with 
ei^ai (m od/). If i? is a topological ring with some sort of linear compactness 
and restrictive hypotheses, {ai} can be raised into R (cf. [4]). In this note we 
shall assume S  is a finite set unless otherweise stated. We shall call an ideal 
/  a nucleus if D / ” =(0), where P ^ R. If R has a nucleus /, we can introduce 
the structure of topological space into R by the usual method, [3]. Let R  ^ be 
a completion of R with respect to this topological space and be the ideal of 
R^ y whose elements consist of limit elements of L Furthermore if 
for I, ••• , R"^  is a completion of R^ with respect to by the fact H
=  n  (/'')^--(O) and the structure of R^, (cf. [3]). If i? is a complete ring with 
restrictive hypotheses, the following theorems have been proved by [3]. In this 
note we shall prove them following the method of [I].
T h e o r e m  A. Let R be a ring with a nucleus I  such that (/^)'^=(/^)^ for 
n--ly2y'" . I f  aiy y an are mutually orthogonal idempotents modulo I, then we can 
find mutually orthogonal idempotents ei in R^ such that ei^ai modulo /^, (/=-1, •••, /^ ).
L e m m a  I. Let I  be a nucleus ideal. I f  a^=a modulo /, there exists e in R^ 
such that e^  C^y e ^ a  modulo I^.
Proof. We shall show there exists the following sequence of elements ei of 
R for any length r.
(*) C o ay ei-i =  Bi (mod =  Si (mod , (z =  I, •••, r) .
We shall prove this by induction with respect to the length r of sequence.
For r = l  if we set =  we have (*) by the hypotheses. We assume 
{eoy C i y , Cr) satisfies There exists a polynomial f(x) with integral
coefficients such that
fix') =  I (mod (x - iy )  y 
fix ) =  O (mod ,
since ( ^ - 1)  ^ and are relatively prime. Since f ix y ~ f ix )= 0  (mod (x'^-xY), 
if we set er^f{er)y e'r is an element of R and Cr-^e' (mod O -  Since 
f ix ) x'^"x'^=0 (mod ix‘^ —xy)y er^e\=e\ (mod PO- By the induction hypotheses
e'r'el= 'T !,m ieri-el= '^m ieri=er=er iraod where f ix )= - '^ m ix " i,  mis are
i
integers. Hence, if we replace Cr by e'r, by the same argument we have 
er-¥i=f{e'r), (modO  zn& er^i=C^m ie'/'i)-e'r^er+i-e'r^e'r^e'r (mod
Therefore we obtain the sequence {^ o, e i ,- '  ,e r - i, e'r, er+i) of length r + 1. By 
the Zorn’s lemma there exists a sequence {ei} of infinite length, satisfying (*). 
Since {e }^ is a regular sequence, it has a limit element e in R^. From the pro­
perty and the structure of topological ring of R^ we have
e, e ^ a  (mod /^) .
Proof o f the theorem A. It is enough to prove it in the case n=-2. By the 
lemma I there exists in R^ such that a^) = eci)=a (mod /^). If we set 
2^ =  ^ 2—^ Ci)’ 2^, a'2=U2 (mod P ) ,  From the first remark in this note we may 
replace I  by P ,  Hence, adding the condition eciyer^O to (*), we can obtain 
(^2) and -^ 2 = O by remarking ^r+i=/(^r) and f{x )  is a polynomial with 
integral coefiftcients. Hence if we set c^2y-^ (^2) —^ c2)*^ ci), C^2)=^ c2) (mod /^) and 
?^2)=-^ C2), ^cir^(2)=^(2)*^ci)=0 and C^2)=^ ?2 (mod
R e m a r k . If / is in a center, we need not ( P Y  In the proof of the
lemma I, if we add simultaneously the following condition to (*)
/o -  2^, f i - i ^ f i  (mod , f \ ^ f i  (mod
and O =  fi^ei =  e r f i  (mod , (/ = ..., y) ,
we have -/.+i=/(^.)•/(/ .)- ^ / ^ ( ^ . ) - -/ (^/.) where f{x)^x^^f\x),
(mod {x)') and el-fl-=^er-er-fr-fr^er-{frer +  t')-fr =  er'frer-fr +  er^ fr-t^P ''(t^P '''^), 
Hence by the structure of c^2) we have c^i)*^ c2)=^ c^2)"^cd=0  and 
C^2)^ 2^ (mod P ) ,  In this case we can find mutually orthogonal raising idem­
potents even if index is non denumerable, (cf. [4]).
T h e o r e m  B. Let R he a ring with radical /. Assume that HZ^=-(O) and R /J  
satisfies the minimum condition on left ideals and that J  has bases as right and left 
ideal respectively. Then we have R^--^eiR^® • -  ® C n R ^ ® A  where A is a right 
ideal, contained in J^  and eis are mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents.
Proof We shall show (J^ Y --J^ R ^ . J^ R ^ Q (J^ )^  is clear. Let  ^ (-Iim  
 ^J"") be an element of We may assume a^—aj^+i^J"^ for all m. By
the hypotheses J  has a right basis, so has it, too. Let {Xi\i =  l, - ^  ,t}  be
a right basis of then 5^+« = ^ /«+2  ^f(/^?^+•••+M^O, Hence. .-I
a^ an+ C/A+ ••• /if)  ^J^R^, Similarly we obtain Hence
C J ^  CR^  j y = R ^ 'J^ -- (/O"^ - By the assumption there exist mutually orthogonal 
primitive idempotents eis in R /J^ R ^ /J^ . Fromthe theorem A and [3] Th. 2.3 
we have the theorem.
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From the theorem B we obtain the following theorem which was obtained 
by Chevalley.
T h e o r e m  B ^  I f  R is a commutative semi-local ring with radical / .  Then R^ 
{with respect to J ) is a direct-sum of local rings.
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